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The Bronx Museum of the Arts
BRONZE AND STEEL
SCULPTURE BY
MELVIN EDWARDS
AND
ROBERT T. COOKE

January 25th to February 11, 1989

at

The Pyramid Gallery
508 Broadway (Entrance 75 Prince Street) •
New York City, New York 212-451-5270

Reception
Wednesday, January 25th, 6 to 8 PM

princeton gallery of fine art
8 chambers street  princeton, new jersey 08540  609 921-6123
Formulation and Representation
RECENT ABSTRACT SCULPTURE

Organized and with an essay
by Susan Edwards

Tom Butter • Melvin Edwards • Carol Hepper • Lisa Hoke
Lucy Puls • Jack Risley • Yuriko Yamaguchi

FEBRUARY 1-MARCH 23, 1990

THE BERTHA AND KARL LEUBSDORF ART GALLERY AT HUNTER COLLEGE
Melvin Edwards
“Southern Sunrae,” 1983, Stainless steel, 12’ x 12’ x 16’
North Carolina State University at Winston-Salem
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